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Purpose of a self-assessment 



Athena SWAN depends on 

assuming a collective 

responsibility for gender 

equality



Purpose of the self-assessment

Reflect on a 

range of 

quantitative and 

qualitative data 

Evaluate 

policies, 

practices & 

activities 

Establish 

gender equality 

priority areas & 

aspirations 

Develop an 

evidence-based 

action plan

Ensure the 

effectiveness of 

the actions 



What’s the 
situation?

How well is 
it working?

Where 
could we do 

better?

What action 
should we 

take?

Was this 
the right 
action?



Planning for SAT activity



Planning for self-assessment

How do senior 

leaders demonstrate 

that Athena SWAN 

activity is valued?

How do 

organisational 

structures recognise 

and reward activity?

Will the process, 

team and action plan 

be appropriately 

resourced?



• Have they made a public commitment to 

the Athena SWAN principles?

• Do they understand the time it takes to 

prepare a submission and maintain 

momentum through implementation? 

• Are they open to honest, difficult and 

sensitive conversations?

How do senior leaders 

demonstrate that Athena 

SWAN activity is valued?

Meetings, town halls, formal & informal 

communications

Resourcing should continue for delivery of 

action plan

And self-reflection



• Gender equality is linked to strategy in a 

way that isn’t just about getting an award

• Contributions to the team are recognised 

in appraisals and development reviews

• Contributions to AS/EDI are recognised 

in recruitment, progression and 

promotions opportunities

How do organisational 

structures recognise and 

reward activity?



• How will workload be accounted for and 

recognised?

• Are people outside of the SAT 

considered and supported?

• Is there a budget line?

Will the process, team 

and action plan be 

appropriately resourced?

Workload model or relieve from other duties

Recognise contributions

Important for understanding what’s possible



A few examples …
1

2

3



Without wider buy-in and 

supporting structures, it will 

be very difficult to apply the 

framework effectively 



Forming the self-assessment team



The SAT needs to have 

authority and the 

composition and structure of 

the team is an important 

factor in its status 



Forming 
the SAT

How should 
people be 
chosen?

What skills 
should they 

have?

Who should 
be on the 

team?
Who should 

chair the 
SAT?

How should 
it be 

structured?



• Facilitate an open call but manage 

expectations

• Consider a combination of volunteers 

and ex-officio roles

• Involve others in additional activities

How should self-

assessment team 

members be chosen?



Poll



• Skills related directly to completing the 

application requirements

• Project management skills

• Ability to advance gender equality

• Qualities are important too

• Commitment to upskilling

What skills are needed on 

the self-assessment 

team?

quantitative and qualitative data analysis, 

reflective writing, strategic action planning

managing time and scheduling, task and 
quality management, communications

lived experience, research and scholarship

Curiosity, say hard truths



• People from a variety of backgrounds 

and with different experiences, with 

consideration of intersectionality

• A proportion of men and women that 

reflects the gender profile

• A group of academics, professional and 

support staff, researchers, and students 

that is representative of the submitting 

unit (including organisational structures)

Who should be on the 

self-assessment team?



• The chair’s role is crucial as they are 

publicly stating their commitment to 

gender equality

• Someone who understands the Athena 

SWAN principles - in particular that it 

isn’t about “fixing the women”

• Balance seniority (SL, AP, Prof) with SAT 

member openness 

• Maintains momentum and encourages 
people

Who should chair the self-

assessment team?



• You may have one large SAT with 

smaller sub-groups to focus on specific 

activity, or one SAT that undertakes 

everything together

• How the SAT fits within the structure of 

your institution or department, and where 

it reports to are also important in 

ensuring its status

How should the self-

assessment team be 

structured?



2

A few examples …
1





1

2

3

4



Self-assessment team activity



What’s the 
situation?

How well is 
it working?

Where 
could we do 

better?

What action 
should we 

take?

Was this 
the right 
action?

Upskilling Communications

Consultation Meetings

Analysis and 

reflection
Gathering data 

and evidence

Action planning and 

implementation

Writing

SAT 

activity



What’s the 
situation?

How well is 
it working?

Where 
could we do 

better?

What action 
should we 

take?

Was this 
the right 
action?

Upskilling

SAT 

activity

Training, 

discussions,

reading lists, 

engaging in 

Athena SWAN 

networks, or other 

resources



What’s the 
situation?

How well is 
it working?

Where 
could we do 

better?

What action 
should we 

take?

Was this 
the right 
action?

Gathering data 

and evidence

SAT 

activity

quantitative and 

qualitative data, 

checklist/templates for 

source



What’s the 
situation?

How well is 
it working?

Where 
could we do 

better?

What action 
should we 

take?

Was this 
the right 
action?

Consultation

SAT 

activity

surveys, pulse 

surveys, focus 

groups, interviews, 

questionnaires, 

roundtable 

discussions, 

workshops, comment 

boxes, town halls

it is up to the SAT to 
determine best methods of 

consultation



What’s the 
situation?

How well is 
it working?

Where 
could we do 

better?

What action 
should we 

take?

Was this 
the right 
action?

Analysis and 

reflection

SAT 

activity

Why?

Why?

Why?



What’s the 
situation?

How well is 
it working?

Where 
could we do 

better?

What action 
should we 

take?

Was this 
the right 
action?

Writing

SAT 

activity

It isn’t about describing 

your institution or 

department in perfect 

terms, demonstrate that 

you have looked at the 

issues, understand the 

factors at play, and have a 

plan of action. 

Writing cannot fall on 

one person - but it can 

be unwieldy to have 

multiple people writing 

the document – consider 

a writing working group.



What’s the 
situation?

How well is 
it working?

Where 
could we do 

better?

What action 
should we 

take?

Was this 
the right 
action?

Action planning and 

implementation

SAT 

activity

specific, 

measurable, 

achievable, 

relevant, and 

time-bound



What’s the 
situation?

How well is 
it working?

Where 
could we do 

better?

What action 
should we 

take?

Was this 
the right 
action?

Meetings

SAT 

activity

Sometimes the whole SAT 
might meet, other times 

might be reserved for 
working group meetings, 
a consultation activity, an 

event or training. How 
often you meet will 

depend on the systems 
you already have in place 

to collect data, how 
complex your unit is, the 
level of support you have 
outside the SAT – and the 

other things you are 
working on!



What’s the 
situation?

How well is 
it working?

Where 
could we do 

better?

What action 
should we 

take?

Was this 
the right 
action?

Communications

SAT 

activity

how will the chair 
communicate the 

work and progress 
of the SAT to senior 

management teams, 
committees and the 

rest of the 
institution? will 

other people 
communicate and 

champion the work 
in institutional 

forums and spaces?



Upskilling Consultation

Analysis & 

reflection

Gathering data and 

evidence…and 

troubleshooting

Action planning and 

review

Consultation

Analysis & 

reflection

Analysis & 

reflection

This might take up to a year or more This might take 3-6 months

SAT Meeting

SAT Meeting

SAT meeting

SAT Meeting

SAT Meeting

SAT meeting
Subgroup meeting

Training

Subgroup meeting

Subgroup meeting

Training

Subgroup meeting



A few examples …



2

3

4

1









Future planning



• Who will have accountability of and 

responsibility for implementation? 

• How will the you ensure that actions are 

owned and implemented within existing 

governance structures?

• How will you monitor the progress and 

impact of interventions?

How do you future proof 

the Action Plan?



• Will the SAT operate as an independent 

committee, as a broader EDI committee 

or as a subgroup of an EDI committee?

• Consider how the SAT will evolve over 

time and roles will rotate - how collective 

knowledge will be maintained?

How do you ensure SAT 

continuity and 

sustainability?



Some examples…





What to include in your submission



What to include in your submission



✓ Identify the members of the self-assessment team and their roles

✓ Include when the team was established

✓ How and why members were selected 

✓ Demonstrate how representative the team are of the submitting unit

✓ Detail how participation is recognised and valued

✓ Explain the reporting structures of the SAT



✓ When meetings and other activity has taken place

✓Focus of meetings and activity

✓Information on and rationale for consultation activity, including 

number of responses by gender and other relevant staff or student 

categories - % and #s



✓Explain reporting mechanisms and structures for the future

✓How often the team will continue to meet 

✓Plans to evaluate implementation of the action plan 

✓How the SAT intends to communicate progress with staff and 

students 

✓Whether the membership of the group will change  



Poll



A few examples …
1 2

3



We don’t see this as a paper exercise; we see it 

as a process through which we can deliver real 

cultural and behavioural change: ensuring the 

attitudes and behaviours that support equality and 

diversity are embedded within our school and 

everything we do is an essential part of achieving 

this cultural change.

- Head of Department, Male



For more information, tips, and resources: 

https://www.advance-he.ac.uk/equality-

charters/international-charters/athena-swan-

ireland

Contact: athenaswanireland@advance-he.ac.uk

Thank you!

https://www.advance-he.ac.uk/equality-charters/international-charters/athena-swan-ireland
mailto:Athena.Swan@advance-he.ac.uk



